Context, emergent game play and the mobile gamer as producer
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Abstract: The emerging tensions between the mobile application logic and the unfolding dynamic context of use belong to the core challenges of ubiquitous computing today. Starting from and with reference to our experiences with mobile gaming in a game world, combining real world with virtual dimensions, we explore the mobile play activity as a source for the development of solutions. While the mobile gamer as producer of play possibilities before the game is pretty well understood, emergent game play and the mobile gamer as producer of novel play possibilities during the game rise conceptual and technological questions.

Introduction

The emerging tensions between the application logic and the unfolding dynamic context of use belong to the core challenges of ubiquitous computing. Context emerged as an issue in many areas of informatics in the early 1960s. The issue grew in significance with mobile computing indicating the advent of ubiquitous computing [LY02]. Today “ubiquitous computing is sometimes called ‘context-aware computing.’ The real world, and the activities of those who populate it, raises fundamental questions about the nature and role of context” [Ch06]. Despite ongoing debates on definitions and uses the scientific community did not achieve a consensual definition [Co05]. The questions about, what context is, and how it has be taken into account by context-aware systems, are answered differently until today. Following Dey and Abowd [DA99] many computer scientists prefer to understand context as a predefined situation of an entity relevant for the same entity. Thus context-aware systems are built and function by means of anticipating potentially relevant situations. Other computer scientists particularly those who refer to the concept of situated action [Su87] and the phenomenological tradition in Computer Science [Ci06], understand context as something unforeseeable, emerging and becoming relevant within and by the interaction of an entity with conditions, persons, environments [Gr01, Do04]. While the former understand context as a predefined, static phenomenon, the latter understand context as an emerging, dynamic phenomenon. Both perspectives seem to be necessary, but are logical incompatible – at least directly. Furthermore it is unclear how to design and to facilitate interaction within an emergent context.
Starting from and referring to experiences with mobile gaming in a game world, combining real world with virtual dimensions, we focus in the next section on mobile play activity as foundation and source for understanding the issue at hand and for developing solutions. We fathom the concept mobile gamer as producer of play possibilities before and during the game and study the interplay of context and game logic in each format in the third section. In the fourth section we focus on emergent game play and the future of game design.

**Mobile play activity – experiences, needs and possibilities**

The mobile game prototype On the Streets has been played by meanwhile more than 500 players. From the beginning we have been interested in emergent game play and the mobile gamer as producer, compare [EGM05]. Now with regard to the context issue we see the necessity to deeper understand the mobile gamer as producer as one approach to deal with the dynamics of a mobile game play induced by changing contexts.

We start with the mentioned definitions of context and apply them to a small example of emergent game play: In a comparative play test of Eastern and Western game play we observed differences in the mode of fighting: While Western players fought in an offensive, expressive manner using virtual and real dimensions of the fight, Eastern players fought in a chary, distant manner focusing on the virtual level [GW08]. The fight mechanics, a component of the game system deployed by both player groups comprises a representation of context from the system perspective – the fight mode demonstrates context as a dynamic phenomenon. Our concept of mobile play activity allows the integration of the conflicting ideas of context. Mobile play activity in our view has a double character: structure and context. Each play activity is on the one hand structured by the game concept of the player and through that by the game system: in our example the fight mechanics. Each play activity is on the other hand unfolding within and as an emerging and changing context, in our example the mode of fighting emerging within the physical encounter of the players. Both characters of the mobile play activity, structure and context, are inseparably connected. Players and game objects, subjective and objective conditions of game play are an integrated part of the mechanics, and simultaneously an integrated part of the mode of interaction. The structure determines the play functions of players and objective conditions. From this perspective players and objective conditions are generalized, foreseeable and exchangeable function bearers. In difference to that the context encompasses the unforeseeable behavior of the framing conditions of the game system in run-time, emerging throughout game play, the uniqueness of the players, the conditions and their behavior.

Meanwhile concepts emerged to integrate both aspects of context for supporting interaction within emergent contexts, see aspect-computing [MRC07], adaptive systems, changing the configuration on the fly, for example [Co05], and the mediation concept, according to which the user supports the system in reducing ambiguity of context [DM05]. The integration of both perspectives by aspect-computing and adaptive systems happening from the system perspective is necessarily static in the end.
Within our research we aim for an integration of both perspectives from the gamers’ point of view according to which the resources for adaptation and further development of the game logic emerge during game play. In the next section we focus on the mobile gamer as producer as one approach to deal with the tensions between the application logic and the emerging context.

The gamer as producer

_Gamer as producer of play possibilities before the game:_ Players either modify content and logic of the existing game or create novel games. They produce items, characters, game mechanisms, levels and complete novel games. They use either separate tools or in-build editors and modifying tools, which assure to integrate the novel possibilities into the existing game logic. This well-known format arose, matured and became even a basis of a player economy [EGM05]. The time resources required to developing an item or a complete game range between one day to a year or even more. Often smaller groups of players with a strong motivation develop the skills and invest the time needed to produce play possibilities. One example in the ubiquitous area is the IPERG game creator [IP07]. Players modify or create location-based play possibilities, roles and rules for a mobile game. Regarding the issue of conflicting tensions between game logic and context, this format uses and circumvents the conflict. The gamers use the conflict, the experiences of game play, the impulses for other or even better play possibilities emerging during the game or during reflecting the game play after the game. Their experiences are the reference and starting point for the production of novel possibilities. The gamers circumvent the conflict: producing and playing are separated, sequentially ordered activities. The game logic emerges in the creation process and then defines and dominates the context.

_Gamer as producer of content and particular play possibilities during the game:_ The impact of the player on the game logic within this format is enabled by the game logic. The first type we introduce is the gamer as producer of valuable game content that is connected to geospatial data and provides meaningful content to the participating gaming community. Players of CityExplorer compete for example for the maximum of collected tokens, photos of places and objects within a confined city area, which correspond to categories, they have defined before the game. The gaming community validates the uploaded content [Ma07]. Another example is Treasure, a game logic, by means of which the gamer playing implicitly collects information about the Wi-Fi network quality of the game area [Ba05]. In both examples the gamers produce content that adds meaningful data to the database of the game. The game could not exist without the creation of datasets that represent the games content, but the game logic remains untouched. A second type of examples is the gamer as producer of particular play possibilities. Those games deploy game mechanics like the scavenger hunt. The most prominent example is Geocaching: Players look for and hide caches. They announce the latitude and longitude coordinates of the hideout for other players via Internet.
Another example is the Gopher game [CKR07]. The players create location-based missions or mini games for other players to solve. As soon as the mission is fulfilled successfully, points are assigned to both players, the creator of the mission and the one, who solved it. See also Hitchers [Dr06]. In all these cases the players produce location-based content plus instructions/rules for mobile play action for other players, who are forced to go to a particular place to fulfill the task. The game logic, the scavenger hunt like principle, requires and enables gamer as producer of missions – and thus as co-producer of an organically growing game logic and/or producer of a changing sub-logic of the game. This directed openness not seldom leads to a reduction in quality of the produced content [CKR07], in that it requires to invest creative potential, which only very few are willing to or capable of. The content and the logic of the game are growing with the creativity of the players as the limiting factor. The issue game logic versus context plays out slightly different: The game logic is hierarchically organized. At the sub-level gamers fulfill a mission at the meta-level gamers fulfill the task of creating a mission. These game systems are to a certain degree open for the impact of the player, but the game logic rules the context in the end and thus the game rules the player.

Social gamer as producer: A novel type of mobile games is emerging currently deploying social technologies. At the first glance those games seem to fit in the previous format. But as they consist of, explicitly deploy and express social interaction, they enable a different gaming and producing experience. Social game mechanics „structure (players’) activity around a creative challenge that is matched to their skill level, with functionality that opens up over time, balancing the user experience between the emotional states of anxiety and boredom“ [Ki05]. The underlying principles of social technologies are: “Content sharing networks – Make it easy for players to create, share, rate and discuss content; Social game mechanics – Co-evolve your game in partnership with your players; Accessible technology – Leverage the most accessible, widespread technology – XML, SMS, voting etc.; Cross-platform – Make sure that your game data lives on the network; Syndication – open you API, enable widgets, encourage third party clients” [KK07]. Wikipedia may serve as an example how quality is maintained. These games enable a direct expression of social context.

Emergent game play

Despite the promise of social technologies – context is not only social context, and social context is more then social technologies enable. The small example from a single case study introduced in the second section would not fit into the social gamer as producer format. The fight of Western players and the fight of Eastern players have been identical from the perspective of the game logic. But from the perspective of the context they have been fundamentally different: offensively social interactions between Western players versus charily social interactions between Eastern players. In each case the emergent game play has been the result of both, the game logic and the unique context. According to Smith [Sm01] emergent game play is the “future of game design”. Future mobile games enable, express, and respond to the personal unique way of playing and develop together with the player.
With regard to the issue of game logic versus context we are interested if and how the context may have a direct impact on the development of the game logic, on the emergence of novel structures. We may understand the different fight mode as a first step of transforming the game logic. The fight mechanics designed by Western game designers anticipating a Western context changed the predefined function for just this moment within the context of Eastern players interaction. A mind game might help to understand possible directions of further research: If emergent game play within a group of players is repeated over time those players will develop operative rules [Wa05] within their direct encounter to adapt fluently the existing game logic to their context. They may even do this implicitly only by means of synchronizing mutually their body motion. Those rules will only become explicit if somebody behaving differently interrupts the flow. We may understand those emerging operative rules as a second step of transforming the game logic. The technological implemented game logic becomes modified and enhanced by means of a living game logic, the operative rules. A third step to imagine is the response of the computational game logic and the mediation of differences between this logic and context. A system developing together with the changing context, flexibly adapting and reconfiguring itself on the fly, see for example the proposal of Coutaz et al [Co05], might be able to recognize the change of goals and activities defined by operative rules. With regard to still remaining differences in the interpretation of context, the concept of mediation [DM05] might be useful, a dialogue between the user and the computer to resolve the ambiguity of context.

Summary

Within this paper we identified current possibilities of game design in dealing with the emerging tensions between game logic and context by means of the gamer as producer. We differentiated with regard to grasping context: before the game, previous context inspires the production of game logic, which dominates coming context; during the game, the channeled impact of context on game logic; the social game, enabling and expression social context. We then focused on emergent game play, its possible impact on the game logic and the possibility of a mutual development of both, context and logic.
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